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Description

[0001] The technique disclosed herein relates to data
storage equipment and method of controlling it and, more
particularly but not exclusively, to data storage equip-
ment used in a remote copy environment in a computer
system having a plurality of computers and a plurality of
data storage units and to a method of controlling the data
storage equipment.
[0002] As the amount of data has increased explosive-
ly, the number of host computers within a computer sys-
tem and the capacities of storage systems tend to in-
crease. Furthermore, in order to process a huge amount
of data, plural host computers are often run in coopera-
tion. One example of this is a computer system in which
the results of processing performed by one host compu-
ter are input to and processed by another host computer.
[0003] Additionally, as businesses depend more on in-
formation processing systems and the amount of dam-
age caused by lost of data increases to an enormous
level, the importance of disaster recovery of the data in-
creases.
[0004] Where duplication for disaster recovery of a
computer system is carried out by the prior art technique,
each host computer has instructed a storage system un-
der control of the host computer itself to copy data for
the host computer itself. The copy made by the storage
system is controlled by the host computer that specifies
the corresponding storage area of a copy-source storage
system and the corresponding storage area of a copy-
destination storage system.
[0005] In the technique disclosed in
US2005/0154829A1, one host computer of a computer
system performs a batch copy into arbitrary or whole stor-
age area within data storage equipment in the computer
system including plural host computers and a storage
system. Specified ones of storage areas offered by the
disk equipment are collectively defined as a group. A
copy can be performed by specifying such a group. Each
group is made up of an assemblage of subgroups. Sub-
groups are defined for each computer. The consistency
of the order of copy operations among the computers is
assured.
[0006] US2005/0114467A1 discloses a technique for
gaining the status information about remote copy of a
storage subsystem in a remote location by a host com-
puter, the subsystem being not directly coupled to the
host computer.
[0007] Where a primary storage system for storing data
to be written (hereinafter may be referred to as "write
data") from a host computer is different among different
host computers, a certain one host computer has not
collected the status of the primary storage area pos-
sessed by each primary storage system or the status of
a pair formed by a secondary storage area of a secondary
storage system and a primary storage area. Therefore,
the status of the whole computer system has not been
managed efficiently.

[0008] One aspect of the present invention preferably
solves the foregoing problem and provides a method of
managing status according to claim 1. The computer sys-
tem preferably has plural host computers, plural primary
storage systems for storing write data from the host com-
puters, and secondary storage systems for storing copy
of the write data. A certain one of the primary storage
systems collects information about the statuses of the
primary storage areas of plural primary storage systems
and notifies the collected status information to an arbi-
trary one of the host computers.
[0009] The status information may include the status
of a secondary storage area forming a pair with a primary
storage area, the status of communication between the
primary and secondary storage areas, and the status of
a copy. Where previously specified plural pairs are man-
aged as a group, the unit of the information collected may
be each individual group.
[0010] Preferably, one unit of storage equipment can
control copies over the whole computer system across
plural units of storage equipment, the computer system
having plural host computers and plural units of storage
equipment. The one unit of storage equipment can gain
the status of the copies.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing an example of
configuration of a computer system according to one
embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a diagram showing copy pair, groups, and
group container of remote copy.
Fig. 3 is a diagram showing an example of format of
group container management information.
Fig. 4 is a diagram showing an example of format of
group management information.
Fig. 5 is a diagram showing an example of format of
write data management information.
Fig. 6 is a diagram showing an example of format of
group copy status information.
Fig. 7 is a diagram showing an example of format of
copy pair management information.
Fig. 8 is a diagram showing an example of format of
volume management information.
Fig. 9 is a flowchart illustrating one example of
processing performed in a case where a primary
storage array controller has received from a host a
write I/O request to a logical volume acting as a copy
source of a remote copy.
Fig. 10 is a flowchart illustrating one example of
processing in which a group representative process-
ing portion instructs a primary storage array control-
ler 1000a to suspend processing of a write request
and to update an interval number.
Figs. 11A and 11B are flowcharts illustrating exam-
ples of processing in which a primary storage array
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controller transfers write data to a secondary storage
array controller.
Fig. 12 is a flowchart illustrating one example of
processing for reflecting write data in a logical vol-
ume of a secondary storage array controller to which
a copy is to be transferred.
Fig. 13 is a flowchart illustrating processing for im-
plementing a method of collecting copy statuses
within a primary storage array controller.
Fig. 14 is a flowchart illustrating processing for col-
lecting and judging copy statuses by a host compu-
ter.
Fig. 15 is a diagram showing one example of an in-
struction 7300 for storage control.
Fig. 16 is a diagram illustrating one example of struc-
ture of arrived write data information.
Fig. 17 is a diagram showing one example of format
of report of group container copy status information
included in an instruction for storage control.
Fig. 18 is a table showing one example of decision
table on copy status of groups.
Fig. 19 is a diagram showing one example of hard-
ware architecture of plural storage array controllers.
Fig. 20 is a diagram showing one example of copy
status transition.
Fig. 21 is a flowchart illustrating one example of
processing in which a group representative process-
ing portion instructs a primary storage array control-
ler 1000a to suspend processing of a write request
and to update an interval number especially in cases
where the storage array controller has no group rep-
resentative processing portion.
Fig. 22 is a flowchart illustrating one example of
processing for reflection of write data in a logical vol-
ume of a secondary storage array controller to which
a copy is to be transferred especially in cases where
the storage array controller has no group represent-
ative processing portion.

[0012] Embodiments of the present invention are here-
inafter described. It is to be noted that the present inven-
tion is not limited to the embodiments described below.
[0013] Fig. 1 shows an example of structure of a com-
puter system according to one embodiment of the
present invention. The computer system has one or more
primary mainframe hosts 100a (hereinafter may be ab-
breviated MF hosts), one or more primary OPEN system
hosts 200a (hereinafter may be abbreviated OPEN
hosts), a plurality of primary storage array controllers
1000a, one or more secondary mainframe hosts 100b,
one or more secondary OPEN system hosts 200b, and
a plurality of primary storage array controllers 1000b.
[0014] The primary storage array controllers 1000a,
primary MF hosts 100a, and primary OPEN hosts 200a
are connected by communication paths 500. Note that
the primary OPEN hosts and primary MF hosts 100a are
not always connected with all the primary storage array
controllers 1000a. Similarly, the secondary storage array

controllers 1000b, secondary MF hosts 100b, and sec-
ondary OPEN hosts 200b are connected by communi-
cation paths 500. Normally, the secondary MF hosts
100b and secondary OPEN hosts 200b are in standby
mode. The primary MF hosts 100a, secondary MF hosts
100b, primary OPEN hosts 200a, and secondary OPEN
hosts 200b are also connected with a control network
550.
[0015] The primary MF hosts 100a and secondary MF
hosts 100b are computers each of which has a processor,
a memory, and an I/O control portion (none of which are
shown). They are connected by an internal network. An
OS (operating system) 130, application programs (APs)
110, and storage management software 120 are stored
in the memory. These are executed by the processors
possessed by the primary MF hosts 100a and secondary
MF hosts 100b. Also, each of the primary OPEN hosts
200a and secondary OPEN hosts 200b is a computer
having a processor, a memory, and an I/O control portion
(none of which are shown) in the same way as the MF
hosts. These are connected by an internal network. An
OS (operating system) 230 and APs 220 are stored in
the memory. These are executed by the processors pos-
sessed by the primary OPEN host 200a and secondary
OPEN host 200b.
[0016] I/O requests issued from the APs and storage
management software in the primary MF hosts 100a,
secondary MF hosts 100b, primary OPEN hosts 200a,
and secondary OPEN hosts 200b via the OS are proc-
essed by the primary storage array controllers 1000a and
secondary storage array controllers 1000b via the com-
munication paths 500.
[0017] Each of the primary storage array controllers
1000a has I/O control portion 1100a, shared memory
1200a, cache 1300a, disk array controller 1400a, and
one or more disk units 1600a. These are internally con-
nected by a network. The I/O control portion 1100a can
execute various kinds of programs for primary write data
receiver portion 1110a, primary write data transfer por-
tion 1120a, primary interval number creation portion
1130a, and primary marker creation portion 1135a. The
I/O control portion 1100a of one of the primary storage
array controllers 1000a executes various programs and
controls exchange of data with the outside via commu-
nication lines. A primary group representative processing
portion 1140a is a program stored in the shared memory
1200a. The I/O control portion 1100a reads this program
from the shared memory and executes it.
[0018] Information required in processing executed by
the I/O control portion includes group management in-
formation 1210a, write data management information
1220a, primary copy pair management information
1230a, primary volume management information 1240a,
primary group container management information
1250a, and group copy status information 1260a. These
kinds of information are stored in the shared memory
1200a.
[0019] The cache 1300a is a high-speed memory for
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principally loading read data (data to be read) and write
data. Use of the cache 1300a permits achievement of
high I/O processing performance.
[0020] The disk array controller 1400a performs
processing for offering one or more disk units 1600a as
logical storage resources (hereinafter referred to as the
logical volumes). Furthermore, according to the need,
the disk array controller 1400a performs processing for
transferring read data and write data between the cache
1300a and each disk unit 1600a.
[0021] The disk unit 1600a is a physical data storage
unit such as a HDD. The disk unit 1600a writes and reads
data according to I/O instructions from the disk array con-
troller.
[0022] Each of the secondary storage array controllers
1000b also has an I/O control portion 1100b, a shared
memory 1200b, a cache 1300b, a disk array controller
1400b, and one or more disk units 1600b. These are
internally connected by a network. The I/O control portion
1100b executes programs for a secondary write data re-
ceiver portion 1110b and a secondary write data reflec-
tion portion 1150b. The I/O control portion 1100b of one
of the secondary storage array controllers 1000b exe-
cutes the secondary group representative processing
portion 1140b, which is a program stored in the shared
memory 1200b. The I/O control portion 1100b reads the
program from the shared memory and executes it.
[0023] Group management information 1210b, write
data management information 1220b, secondary copy
pair management information 1230b, secondary volume
management information 1240b, secondary group con-
tainer management information 1250b, and group copy
status information 1260b which are used by the I/O con-
trol portion 1100b are stored in the shared memory
1200b.
[0024] The cache memory 1300b, disk array controller
1400b, and disk units 1600b play the same roles as the
aforementioned primary storage array controllers 1000a.
[0025] The plural primary storage array controllers
1000a and the plural secondary storage array controllers
1000b are connected by communication paths 510. The
primary storage array controllers 1000a are interconnect-
ed by communication paths 530. Also, the secondary
storage array controllers are interconnected by commu-
nication paths 530. A system equipped with the primary
storage array controllers 1000a and disk units 1600a is
referred to as a primary storage system. A system
equipped with the secondary storage array controllers
1000b and disk units 1600b is referred to as a secondary
storage system.
[0026] Fig. 19 shows an example of configuration of
the hardware. Each of primary storage systems 10a, 11a,
and 12a has a primary storage array controller and disk
units. The primary storage systems 10a, 11a, and 12a
are connected by communication paths 530.
[0027] Similarly, each of secondary storage systems
10b, 11b, and 12b has a secondary array storage con-
troller and disk units. The secondary storage systems

10b, 11b, and 12b are connected by communication
paths 530.
[0028] Each of the primary storage array controllers
1000a has I/O control portion 1100a, shared memory
1200a, cache 1300a, disk array controller 1400a, and
one or more disk units 1600a. These are internally con-
nected by a network. Similarly, each of the secondary
storage array controllers 1000b has I/O control portion
1100b, shared memory 1200b, cache 1300b, disk array
controller 1400b, and one or more disk units 1600b.
These are internally connected by a network.
[0029] As described previously, the primary group rep-
resentative processing portion 1140a is present in one
of the primary storage array controllers 1000a. Similarly,
the secondary group representative processing portion
1140b exists in one of the secondary storage array con-
trollers 1000b. One primary group representative
processing portion 1140a exists for one remote copy us-
ing a group container. Accordingly, where the remote
copy using the group container operates within plural
computer systems, the primary group representative
processing portion 1140a operates in response to the
number of computer systems in which the remote copy
operates.
[0030] The operation of the remote copy performed be-
tween the storage array controllers is briefly described.
As an example, a case in which one primary MF host
100a issues a write I/O request to one primary storage
array controller 1000a is now considered. When the write
I/O request issued by the primary MF host 100a arrives
at the primary storage array controller 1000a, write data
contained in the I/O request is stored in the logical volume
of the primary storage array controller 1000a. Where the
I/O request is a writing operation into a previously regis-
tered logical volume, the primary storage array controller
1000a performs a remote copy of the write data. The
remote copy is a procedure for causing write data to be
written into a certain logical volume of the primary storage
array controller 1000a to be remotely duplicated into a
certain logical volume within a secondary storage array
controller 1000b. A combination of a volume from which
a remote copy is transferred and a volume to which the
write data is to be transferred is referred to as a copy pair.
[0031] In the present embodiment, there are plural
copy pairs between the primary storage array controllers
1000a and the secondary storage array controller 1000b.
Certain copy pairs are organized into a group. Examples
of groups of remote copies are conceptually illustrated
in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, groups A, B, and C are present in the
primary storage array controllers 1000a. Groups D, E,
and F are present in the secondary storage array con-
troller 1000b. One or more logical volumes 1500 are
present within a storage array controller in each group.
The arrows between the volumes 1500 indicate the cor-
responding relations of copy pairs among the groups.
That is, the group A that is a copy source has a copy pair
relationship with the group D to which a copy will be trans-
ferred. Similarly, the groups B and E have a copy pair
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relationship. The groups C and F have a copy pair rela-
tionship. In the present embodiment, the order of write
data sets received by the primary storage array control-
lers 1000a, transfer of write data from the primary storage
array controllers 1000a to the secondary storage array
controllers 1000b, and reflection of write data in volumes
in the secondary storage array controllers 1000b are
managed in units of groups. Resources necessary for
such processing are assigned.
[0032] Control of remote copies in units of groups
makes it unnecessary to provide control in units of a large
number of copy pairs. Hence, copy control is facilitated.
Furthermore, only copy pairs complying with businesses
and users’ demands can be organized into a group. Con-
sequently, unnecessary remote copy of logical volumes
1500 will not be performed. The MF host 100 and the
OPEN host 200 are different in performance requirement
for the logical volumes 1500. Therefore, they are classi-
fied into different groups and processed differently. Also,
user’s manipulations in response to processing and set-
ting of tuning conditions are accepted differently.
[0033] In the remote copy of the embodiment of the
invention, a group container capable of remote batch
copy control of plural groups is present in each storage
array controller. The use of the group container capable
of batch control of plural groups permits remote copy
control over plural storage array controllers beyond the
frame set by the aforementioned groups within which the
range of control is limited to logical volumes inside stor-
age array controllers. For example, in Fig. 2, groups A,
B, and C that are copy sources are present in the group
container. Furthermore, groups D, E, and F that are copy
destinations are present in the group container. Use of
the group container enables batch copy of plural groups
from the copy source to the copy destination.
[0034] One example of use of the group container is a
case where a business is carried out by cooperation of
plural hosts such as MF host 100 and OPEN host 200.
For instance, a case is now discussed in which a data-
base is offered using a logical volume of one storage
array controller with an MF host and WEB services are
offered with an OPEN host using a logical volume in a
storage array controller different from the above-de-
scribed storage array controller. The OPEN host provides
the WEB services according to a request from a client
computer. With the WEB services, data registered in the
database might be necessary. In this case, the OPEN
host makes an inquiry to the database operating on the
MF host. In response to the inquiry from the OPEN host,
the MF host processes the database and gives notice of
data indicating the results to the OPEN host. The OPEN
host provides services to the client computer of the re-
quest source utilizing the data from the MF host. Different
application programs operate between the MF host and
OPEN host. However, one application program needs
data created by the other application program. Therefore,
it is desired that archival information (such as log of op-
erations, data produced by processing, and other write

data necessary for the application program for disaster
recovery) for each application program be transferred to
the secondary storage array controller in a batch.
[0035] Furthermore, according to the present embod-
iment, remote copies are performed such that the order
relationship of write data sets corresponding to the
groups in the primary storage array controller 1000a is
assured by the secondary storage array controller 1000b
within a group and group container. When the remote
copies are performed as described above, if the order
relationship of the sets of write data is assured, it is said
that the write data has consistency. Remote copies ca-
pable of assuring the order of writing operations between
logical volumes belonging to the corresponding group in
the storage array controller are achieved using a group.
In addition, where a group container is used, remote cop-
ies assuring the order of writing operations between log-
ical volumes across storage array controllers 1000 within
the group container is achieved. By assuring consistency
of sets of write data within a group, recovery from the
secondary storage array controller is enabled, for exam-
ple, with the database that permits processing across
plural volumes within the storage array controller.
[0036] In an example of processing of a distributed da-
tabase involving processing across logical volumes of
plural storage array controllers or the above-described
cooperative operations of MF and OPEN hosts, if busi-
ness data is transferred to a secondary storage array
controller with remote copy, recovery of business is en-
abled by assuring the consistency of sets of write data
within the group container and by causing the secondary
host to use the data transferred to the secondary storage
array controller. Since the order in which sets of write
data received by the primary storage array controller are
written is the same as the order used by the secondary
storage array controller, the recovery procedure from the
secondary storage array controller is the same as the
recovery procedure of the primary storage array control-
ler when a fault occurs with it. In a business where the
MF and OPEN hosts cooperate and no group container
is used, if data written into the primary storage array con-
troller 1000a by the MF host cannot be transferred due
to a fault with the communication line, the data written
by the OPEN host is transferred to the secondary storage
array controller 1000b unless a fault occurs with the com-
munication lines for the primary storage array controller
1000a and secondary array controller 1000b connected
with the OPEN host. If the primary storage array controller
1000a is hit by a disaster and if recovery is attempted
from the secondary host, the order in which data sets are
written is different between the individual secondary stor-
age array controllers 1000b and so data necessary for
the application program may not be transferred correctly.
Hence, recovery of the business may not be done.
[0037] One example of the format of the primary group
container management information 1250a is shown in
Fig. 3. This management information 1250a includes
group container ID (1A), number of groups (1B), interval
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number (1C), and group information (1D). The group con-
tainer ID (1A) is an ID for identifying a group container
between primary and secondary storage array control-
lers. The number of groups (1B) indicates the total
number of groups existing in the group container. The
interval number (1C) is a number indicating a time interval
of remote copy. The group information (1D) includes stor-
age array controller ID for identifying the storage array
controller and the ID of the group existing in the controller,
as well as copy status. The primary group container man-
agement information 1250a is obtained by gaining infor-
mation having the group container ID coincident with the
group container ID (5G) in the copy pair management
information 1230a that is found to be coincident in step
5020.
[0038] One example of format of the group manage-
ment information is shown in Fig. 4. The group manage-
ment information 1210a includes group ID (2A), group
container ID (2B), sequential number (2C), number of
logical volumes (2D), logical volumes (2E), remote stor-
age array controller ID (2G), and remote group ID (2H).
The group ID (2A) is used to identify the groups within
the primary storage array controller 1000a. The group
container ID (2B) is an ID for identifying a group container
between the primary and secondary storage array con-
trollers. The sequential number (2C) is a number for as-
suring the order in which sets of write data within the
group are written. In particular, sequential numbers are
sequentially given to sets of write data to be written into
logical volumes 1500a belonging to the corresponding
groups, the write data sets being received by the primary
storage array controller 1000a from the MF host 100 and
OPEN host 200. The values of the number are stored in
the group management information 1210a. For example,
the initial value is 0, and the value is incremented by one
at a time. The number of logical volumes (2D) is the total
number of logical volumes 1500 existing in the corre-
sponding group. The volume ID is the ID of a volume
existing in the group. The remote storage array controller
ID (2G) is the ID of the secondary storage array controller
1000b of a copy destination and makes a pair with the
primary storage array controller 1000a in remote copy.
The remote group ID (2H) is an ID for identifying the group
to which the logical volume of the copy destination be-
longs in the remote storage array controller ID.
[0039] The secondary storage array controller 1000b
has group management information 1260b. This item is
also similar to the group management information 1260b
of the primary storage array controller 1000a. However,
the group ID of the group management information 1260b
is an ID for identifying the group to which the logical vol-
ume 1500 of the copy destination belongs. The remote
storage array controller ID is an ID for identifying the pri-
mary storage array controller 1000a having the logical
volume of the copy destination. The remote group ID is
an ID for identifying the group to which the logical volume
of the copy destination in the primary storage array con-
troller 1000a indicated by the remote storage unit ID be-

longs.
[0040] One example of the write data management in-
formation 1220a is shown in Fig. 5. This information in-
cludes information referenced by the secondary storage
array controller when a copy of data stored in the logical
volume of the transfer source is stored in the logical vol-
ume of the transfer destination. The write data manage-
ment information 1220a includes logical volume ID (3A),
write address (3B), write data length (3C), write data
pointer (3D), sequential number (3E), interval number
(3F), and bit (3G) need to be transferred. The logical vol-
ume ID (3A) is an ID for identifying the write destination
volume for the write data. The write address (3B) is a
write address on a logical volume into which the write
data is to be written. The write data length (3C) is the
data size of the write data. The bit (3G) need to be trans-
ferred indicates whether there is a remote copy target.
[0041] The contents of the write data management in-
formation 1220b in the secondary storage array controller
1000b are the same as the contents of the write data
management information 1220a in the primary storage
array controller but different from the write data manage-
ment information held in the primary storage array con-
troller 1000a in the following respects. With respect to
the write data management information 1220b stored in
the shared memory 1200b of the secondary storage array
controller 1000b, the logical volume ID is the ID of the
volume 1500 of the copy destination. The write data point-
er is the start address of write data in the cache memory
1300b of the secondary storage array controller 1000b.
The transfer need bit assumes a bit indicating no transfer.
[0042] One example of the format of the group copy
status information 1260a is shown in Fig. 6. The group
copy status information is an information table in which
the status of each copy pair registered in the group is
indicated by the number of pairs of each copy status. The
group copy status information 1260a includes group ID
(4A), number of pairs inside a group (4B), number of pairs
being copied (4C), number of duplexed pairs (4D),
number of pairs under suspension (4E), number of sus-
pended pairs (4F), number of pairs being broken (4G),
error/no error (4H), and typical error codes (4I). The group
ID (4A) is an ID for identifying a group within the primary
storage array controller 1000a. The number of pairs in-
side a group (4B) indicates the total number of copy pairs
contained in the group indicated by the group ID. The
number of pairs being copied (4C) indicates the total
number of copy pairs in a state of initial copy within the
group, the state being one status of remote copy. The
number of duplexed pairs (4D) is one of statuses of re-
mote copy and indicates the total number of copy pairs
in duplexed state within the group. The number of pairs
under suspension (4E) is one of statuses of remote copy
and indicates the total number of copy pairs under sus-
pension within the group. The number of suspended pairs
(4F) is one of statuses of remote copy and indicates the
total number of copy pairs in suspended status within the
group. The number of pairs being broken (4G) is one of
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statuses of remote copy and indicates the total number
of copy pairs currently being broken within the group. In
the error/no error (4H), a bit indicating occurrence of an
error is recorded in the information if the error occurs
during copy. The typical error code (4I) is information set
when the error bit indicates the presence of an error. An
error code is entered in this typical error code. The meth-
od of using the group copy status information 1260a is
described in detail later.
[0043] A table of transitions between copy statuses is
shown in Fig. 20. Seven statuses exist in copy pairs: in-
itial, during copy, duplexed, under suspension, suspend-
ed, pair being broken, and error. The initial status 2000
is a status in which copy is not started. The during copy
status 2010 is a status of initial copy. The initial copy
indicates a transient state in which the contents of a vol-
ume of a copy source of a copy pair have not been yet
completely transferred to a volume of a copy destination.
The contents are not coincident between the copy des-
tination and the copy source. This is a status that makes
a transition immediately after the start of a copy. The
duplexed status 2020 is a status in which the contents
of a volume of a copy source of a copy pair have been
completely transferred to a volume of a copy destination.
After duplexed transition, data transfer is effected only
when write data directed at the corresponding volume of
the primary storage array controller 1000a is received.
Under suspension status 2030 is a transient status in
which a copy is being temporarily stopped. Suspended
status 2040 is a status in which a copy has been tempo-
rarily stopped. If a transition is made to this status, write
data is temporarily stored in the primary storage array
controller 1000a of a copy source. On the other hand,
when the copy is resumed, the write data stored in the
primary storage array controller is transferred to the sec-
ondary storage array controller 1000b. This status of
transfer also assumes under suspension status 2030.
During dissolving of pair status 2050 is a transient status
occurring when a copy is ended. The error/no error status
2060 makes a transition when a fault occurs during copy.
[0044] The arrows indicate the directions of transitions.
A circle indicates a steady state. A square indicates a
transient state. For example, a transition to the during
dissolving of pair status 2050 can be made either from
the suspended status or from the duplexed status 2030.
Since there is a possibility that a transition is made to the
error/no error status 2060 from any status and so the
directions of transitions are not shown.
[0045] An example of format of copy pair management
information 1230a is shown in Fig. 7. The copy pair man-
agement information 1230a includes primary logical vol-
ume ID (5A), copy status (5B), secondary storage array
controller ID (5C), secondary logical volume ID (5D),
group ID (5F), and group container ID (5G). The primary
logical volume ID (5A) is an ID for identifying a logical
volume of a copy source on a primary storage array con-
troller. The copy status (5B) indicates the manner how a
copy is being processed. The secondary storage array

controller ID (5C) is an ID for identifying a secondary
storage array controller of a copy destination. The sec-
ondary logical volume ID (5D) is an ID for identifying a
logical volume of a copy destination on the secondary
storage array controller. The positive group ID (5F) is an
ID for identifying a copy group of a primary storage array
controller 1000a to which a copy pair belongs. The group
container (5G) is an ID for identifying a group container
for combining groups of original and copy of the primary
and secondary storage array controllers into one.
[0046] Copy pair information about all remote copies
operating on the reserved storage array controller 1000a
is described in the copy pair management information
1230a.
[0047] The secondary storage array controller 1000b
also has copy pair management information. This item
is also similar to that of the primary storage array con-
troller 1000a.
[0048] An example of format of volume management
information 1240a is shown in Fig. 8. The volume man-
agement information 1240a is information used by the
primary storage array controller 1000a to manage the
statuses of all the volumes within the primary storage
array controller. The volume management information
1240a includes logical volume ID (6A), volume status
(6B), capacity (6C), pair ID (6D), group ID (6F), and group
container ID (6G). The logical volume ID (6A) is an ID for
identifying a logical volume of a copy source on the pri-
mary storage array controller. The volume status (6B)
indicates the status of a volume and assumes a value of
any one of normal, primary, secondary, abnormal, and
unused statuses. Where the status of a volume is normal
or primary, it means that the primary MF host 100a or
primary OPEN host 200a can have a normal access to
the logical volume. Furthermore, where the status of the
volume is primary, it means that the volume is a logical
volume of the copy source. Where the status of the vol-
ume is secondary, it means that the volume is a logical
volume of a copy destination. Where the status of the
volume is abnormal, it means that either primary MF host
100a or primary OPEN host 200a cannot have a normal
access to the logical volume. For example, this is an ob-
struction due to a fault with the disk unit 1600a having a
logical volume. Where the status of a volume is the un-
used status, it means that the logical volume is not in
use. The pair ID (6D) indicates an ID for identifying a pair.
The group ID (6F) is an ID for identifying a group in a
primary storage array controller 1000a within a group
container. The group container ID (6G) is an ID for iden-
tifying the group container.
[0049] The secondary storage array controller 1000b
also has volume management information 1240b that is
similar to the information held in the primary storage array
controller 1000a.
[0050] The operation of remote copy using the group
container is next described.
[0051] Fig. 9 shows an example of processing per-
formed in a case where a write I/O request to the logical
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volume 1500a that will be a copy source of remote copy
is received by the primary storage array controller 1000a
from either primary MF host 100a or primary OPEN host
200a.
[0052] The primary write data receiver portion 1110a
of the primary storage array controller 1000a receives
the write I/O request via the communication path 500,
the request being issued by the MF host or OPEN host.
The primary write data receiver portion 1110a analyzes
the received write I/O request and gains the logical vol-
ume ID of the write destination, write address, write data
length, and write data (step 5000).
[0053] The primary write data receiver portion 1110a
stores the gained write data into the cache memory
1300a (step 5010). Furthermore, the primary write data
receiver portion 1110a refers to copy pair management
information 1230a stored in the shared memory 1200a.
[0054] The primary write data receiver portion 1110a
then compares the contents of the primary logical volume
ID (5A) of the management information with the logical
volume ID of the write destination of the received write
I/O request (S5020). If the result of the comparison indi-
cates that the primary logical volume ID (5A) of the copy
pair management information and the logical volume ID
of the write destination of the received write I/O request
agree (YES at 5020), the received write I/O request is a
subject of remote copy.
[0055] Where the received write I/O request is a remote
copy subject, the primary write data receiver portion
1110a gives the interval number and the sequential
number to the aforementioned write data (step 5030).
The interval number is used to assure the order of writing
of transferred data sets in remote copy to be performed
across plural units or across plural groups. The interval
number is described in detail later. The sequential
number is used to assure the order of writing of write data
sets inside a group.
[0056] The primary write data receiver portion 1110a
refers to the primary group container management infor-
mation 1250a in the shared memory 1200a to gain inter-
val number information. Furthermore, the primary write
data receiver portion 1110a refers to the group manage-
ment information 1210a in the shared memory 1200a to
gain the sequential number. The primary write data re-
ceiver portion 1110a gains the group management infor-
mation having the same group ID from the group man-
agement information 1210a as the group ID (5F) of the
copy pair management information 1230a found to be
coincident in step 5020. The interval number and sequen-
tial number obtained by the procedure described so far
are given to the write data (S5030).
[0057] After the step 5030 or in a case where the pri-
mary logical volume ID (5A) of the copy pair management
information 1230a and the logical volume ID of the write
destination of the received write I/O request are not co-
incident (NO in 5020), the primary write data receiver
portion 1110a creates write data management informa-
tion 1220a, using the interval number obtained in step

5030, a sequential number obtained by adding 1 to the
sequential number, information (logical volume ID of the
write destination, write address, and write data length)
obtained in step 5000, and a write data pointer obtained
when the write data is stored into the cache memory in
step 5010 (step 5040).
[0058] In step 5030, the primary write data receiver
portion 1110a sets a bit to the transfer need bit (3G) of
the write data management information 1220a to indicate
transfer.
[0059] Finally, the write data receiver portion 1110a
reports completion of writing to the MF host 100a or to
the OPEN host 200a (step 5050).
[0060] As described so far, the storage array controller
1000 involves neither writing into a physical disk, which
is generally said to take a long time from the instant when
an I/O request from a host is received to the instant when
report of the completion is sent back to the host, nor trans-
fer to other storage array controller. These processing
steps are carried out at appropriate timings and asyn-
chronously. Accordingly, the I/O request from the MF
host or OPEN host can be completed in a short time.
[0061] Figs. 10 and 21 illustrate one example of
processing in which the primary group representative
processing portion 1140a operating on the I/O control
portion 1100a instructs the write data receiver portion
1110a of the primary storage array controller 1000a to
suspend the processing of write request and to update
the interval number.
[0062] Fig. 10 illustrates the processing steps of the
above-described processing which are performed by the
primary storage array controller 1000a in which the pri-
mary group representative processing portion 1140a is
present.
[0063] The primary group representative processing
portion 1140a existing in one of the plural primary storage
array controllers 1000a refers to the group container
management information 1250a present in the shared
memory 1200a and instructs all the primary storage array
controllers 1000a belonging to the group container to
suspend the processing of the write request (step 5200).
[0064] The primary group representative processing
portion 1140a then checks whether it has received re-
ports of starts of suspension of the write request from all
the primary storage array controllers 1000a belonging to
the group container (step 5240).
[0065] Where the reports of start of suspension of the
write request are received (YES in step 5240), the pri-
mary group representative processing portion 1140a in-
structs all the primary storage array controllers 1000a
belonging to the group container to update the interval
number. As a parameter for this instruction, a value is
obtained by adding 1 to the interval number specified
when the primary group representative processing por-
tion 1140a issued the instruction the previous time. This
parameter is taken as a new interval number (step 5250).
[0066] The primary group representative processing
portion 1140a checks that reports of the completion of
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the update of the interval number have been made from
all the primary storage array controllers 1000a which sent
the instruction to update the interval number in step 5250,
and then the processing portion 1140a goes to next
processing (steps 5280 and 5290). The primary group
representative processing portion 1140a instructs all the
primary storage array controllers 1000a belonging to the
group container to cancel the suspension of the process-
ing of the write request (step 5300).
[0067] The primary group representative processing
portion 1140a then performs processing for collecting the
status of each copy pair from all the primary storage array
controllers 1000a which sent instructions to update the
interval number (step 5330). The procedures of the
processing for collecting the status of each copy pair are
described later.
[0068] In the present processing, processing for col-
lecting copy status of each storage array controller is
performed, in addition to the processing for suspending
the processing of write requests and giving instructions
to update the interval number.
[0069] By performing the procedures at regular inter-
vals, the consistency of sets of write data transferred by
remote copy technology across plural storage array con-
trollers can be assured.
[0070] Fig. 21 is a flowchart illustrating the operation
of the write data receiver portion 1110a of one primary
storage array controller 1000a. In this flowchart, the pri-
mary group representative processing portion 1140a
does not need to be contained in its primary storage array
controller 1000a itself.
[0071] The write data receiver portion 1110a of each
primary storage array controller 1000a receives an in-
struction of suspension of write request from the primary
group representative processing portion in step 5200 and
suspends the processing of the write request (step 5210).
The write data receiver portion 1110a informs the primary
group representative processing portion 1140a that sus-
pension of the write request has been started (step 5220).
The address of the primary group representative
processing portion 1140a is contained in the instruction
to suspend the write request. Each primary storage array
controller 1000a informs the primary group representa-
tive processing portion 1140a, using the address, that
the write request is suspended.
[0072] In step 5250, the interval number creation por-
tion 1130a of each primary storage array controller 1000a
receives the instruction to update the interval number
from the primary group representative processing portion
1140a and records the received interval number in the
group container management information 1250a (step
5260). Furthermore, the interval number creation portion
1130a reports completion of update of the interval
number to the primary group representative processing
portion 1140a (step 5270).
[0073] The interval number contained in the instruction
to update the interval number is received in the primary
group container management information 1250a, the in-

struction being received from the primary group repre-
sentative processing portion 1140a in step 5250. The
interval number creation portion 1130a updates the in-
terval number in the group container management infor-
mation 1250a whenever an instruction to update the in-
terval number is received.
[0074] The write data receiver portion 1110a of each
primary storage array controller 1000a receives an in-
struction to cancel the suspension of processing of write
request, cancels the suspension of the processing of
write request (step 5310), and reports cancellation of the
suspension to the primary group representative process-
ing portion 1140a (step 5320).
[0075] The processing performed by the write data re-
ceiver portion 1110a and primary interval number crea-
tion portion 1130a of each primary storage array control-
ler has been described so far. The write data receiver
portion 1110a and the primary interval number creation
portion 1130a of the primary storage array controller hav-
ing the primary group representative processing portion
exchange information with the primary group represent-
ative processing portion inside the same primary storage
array controller. The write data receiver portion 1110a
and primary interval number creation portion 1130a of
the primary storage array controller having no primary
group representative processing portion perform com-
munications with the primary group representative
processing portion via the communication paths 500.
[0076] Figs. 11A and 11B illustrate one example of
processing for transferring write data from a primary stor-
age array controller 1000a to a secondary storage array
controller 1000b.
[0077] First, Fig. 11A illustrates the processing of the
primary write data transfer portion 1120a of the primary
storage array controller 1000a. The primary write data
transfer portion 1120a refers to the write data manage-
ment information 1220a, finds the write data having the
transfer need bit indicating the presence of transfer, and
creates write data information by referring to write data
management information 1220a, group management in-
formation 1210a, and copy pair management information
1230a (step 6000).
[0078] The write data information includes write ad-
dress, write data length, sequential number, and interval
number referenced from the write data management in-
formation 1220a and remote group ID referenced from
the copy pair management information 1230a.
[0079] The primary write data transfer portion 1120a
then routes the write data identified in step 6000 and write
data information read from the shared memory 1200a in
step 6000 to the secondary storage array controller
1000b (step 6010).
[0080] One example of arrived write data information
is shown in Fig. 16. The arrived data is write data infor-
mation transferred from the primary write data transfer
portion 1120a to the secondary storage array controller.
The arrived write data information includes group con-
tainer ID (7A), group ID (7B), and arrived newest interval
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number group container ID (7C). The group container ID
(7A) is an ID for identifying each group container between
the primary and secondary storage array controllers. The
group ID (7B) is an ID for identifying a group in the sec-
ondary storage array controller 1000b within the group
container. The arrived newest interval number group con-
tainer ID (7C) is the greatest value of interval numbers
of write data information given to the write data for the
copy destination logical volume 1500 belonging to the
group indicated by the group ID heretofore received by
the write data receiver portion 1110b of the secondary
storage array controller 1000b.
[0081] Fig. 11B illustrates the flow of processing re-
garding data received by the secondary write data re-
ceiver portion 1110b of the secondary storage array con-
troller 1000b from the primary storage array controller
1000a. The secondary write data receiver portion 1110b
inside the secondary write data receiver portion 1110b
stores the write data and write data information received
by the secondary write data receiver portion 1110b within
the controller into the cache memory 1300b (step 6020).
Furthermore, the secondary write data receiver portion
1110b creates write data management information
1220b from the write data information (step 6030).
[0082] The secondary write data receiver portion
1110b checks whether the interval number contained in
the received write data information is newest (step 6040).
If it is newest, the interval number is recorded in the ar-
rived write data information 1270b (step 6050).
[0083] The write data receiver portion 1110b compares
the interval number held as the arrived write data infor-
mation 1270b and the interval number contained in the
received write data information. If the value of the interval
number contained in the received write data information
is greater, the receiver portion updates the arrived write
data information 1270b to this value (step 6050).
[0084] Finally, the write data receiver portion 1110b
reports completion of reception of the write data to the
primary write data transfer portion 1120a (step 6060).
The write data transfer portion 1120a receiving the report
of completion of the reception of the write data modifies
the transfer need bit of the write data management infor-
mation 1220a to a bit indicating nonnecessity regarding
write data corresponding to report of the completion. The
write data can be erased from the cache memory on the
condition that the write data has been written in the logical
volume 1500 of the transfer destination possessed by
the primary storage array controller 1000a.
[0085] Figs. 12 and 22 illustrate one example of
processing in which write data is reflected in the logical
volume of a copy destination in the secondary storage
array controller 1000b.
[0086] Fig. 12 illustrates the processing steps of the
secondary storage array controller 1000b in which the
secondary group representative processing portion
1140b, the processing steps being contained in the
processing described above.
[0087] The secondary group representative process-

ing portion 1140b existing in one of the plural secondary
storage array controllers 1000b gains interval numbers
recorded in the arrived write data information 1270b from
all the secondary storage array controllers 1000b regard-
ing all the groups. Then, the least interval number of the
gained interval numbers is found (step 6500). In addition,
the secondary group representative processing portion
1140b instructs all the secondary storage array control-
lers 1000b to cause write data contained in the write data
management information 1220b having interval numbers
lower than the numerical value of the interval number
found in step 6500 to be reflected in the logical volume
of the transfer destination (step 6510).
[0088] The secondary group representative process-
ing portion 1140b checks that there is a report of the
processing of reflection of the secondary storage array
controller 1000b that is a target of a group container in a
logical volume of a transfer destination. The secondary
group representative processing portion 1140b checks
report of the processing of reflection (steps 6540 and
6550). Where completion of reflection of write data in the
secondary storage array controller 1000b concerned is
confirmed (YES in step 6550), processing for collecting
copy statuses is performed (step 6560).
[0089] Fig. 22 illustrates processing steps of the sec-
ondary storage array controller 1000b having no second-
ary group representative processing portion 1140b, the
processing steps being contained in the above-described
processing.
[0090] The secondary write data reflection portion
1150 reflects write data in a logical volume 1500 of the
transfer destination corresponding to the instruction is-
sued in step 6510 in the sequential order in each group.
Where the reflection of the instructed write data in the
logical volume is complete, the secondary write data re-
flection portion reports the completion of the reflection to
the secondary group representative processing portion
1140b (step 6540).
[0091] The processing of the secondary write data re-
ceiver portion 1110b in each secondary storage array
controller has been described so far. The secondary write
data reflection portion 1110b of the secondary storage
array controller having the secondary group representa-
tive processing portion exchanges information with the
secondary group representative processing portion in-
side the same secondary storage array controller. The
secondary write data reflection portion 1110b of the sec-
ondary storage array controller having no secondary
group representative processing portion performs com-
munications with the secondary group representative
processing portion via the communication paths 500.
[0092] The processing for collecting copy statuses per-
formed by the primary group representative processing
portion 1140a is next described in detail. The primary
group representative processing portion 1140a performs
processing for updating the interval number at regular
intervals. Also, the representative processing portion
1140a collects copy statuses of all the primary storage
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array controllers 1000a present in the group container.
The copy status is managed in units of groups by each
primary storage array controller 1000a. Fig. 13 illustrates
the flow of the processing of the primary storage array
controller 1000a having the primary group representative
processing portion 1140a.
[0093] When the step 5320 illustrated in Figs. 10 and
21 ends, the primary group representative processing
portion 1140a instructs the primary storage array con-
troller 1000a inside the group container to offer group
copy status information 1260a (step 5330). The primary
write data transfer portion 1120a of the primary storage
array controller 1000a receiving the instruction gains the
group copy status information 1260a from the shared
memory 1200a and makes a report to the primary group
representative processing portion 1140a (step 5340).
[0094] The primary group representative processing
portion 1140a records the gained group copy status in-
formation 1260a in the primary group container informa-
tion within the shared memory 1200a (step 5350). The
primary group representative processing portion 1140a
gains the group copy status information 1260a from all
the primary storage array controllers 1000a which can
be contained in the group container, and ends the
processing for collecting copy statuses at the instant
when the information is recorded in the primary group
container information (steps 5360 and 5370). The above-
described processing for collecting copy statuses may
also be performed among the secondary storage array
controllers 1000b.
[0095] Storage array controllers where the primary
group representative processing portion 1140a does not
exist receive instructions from the primary group repre-
sentative processing portions of the other storage array
controllers via the communication paths 500. The primary
write data transfer portion 1120a of each primary storage
array controller 1000a gains the group copy status infor-
mation 1260a from the shared memory 1200a and makes
a report to the primary group representative processing
portions 1140a of the other primary storage array con-
trollers via the communication paths (step 5340).
[0096] Similarly to the method shown in Fig. 13 where
information is gained from other primary storage array
controllers 1000a by the primary group representative
processing portion 1140a, the secondary group repre-
sentative processing portion 1140b performs the
processing for collecting copy statuses from the second-
ary storage array controllers 1000b. Normally, pair states
are managed by holding the status of each pair. In the
present embodiment, pair status is held as a number of
pairs indicating the status. By holding pair statuses in this
way, a great compression of status information is ena-
bled.
[0097] One example of instruction 7300 for storage
control is illustrated in Fig. 15. The instruction for storage
control is one kind of I/O request issued by the MF host
100 or OPEN host 200 to each storage array controller
1000. The instruction includes address (8A), instruction

contents (8B), group container ID (8C), and options (8D).
The address (8A) includes the destinations of I/O re-
quests issued by the MF host 100 and OPEN host 200,
the destinations being IDs for identifying the storage ar-
ray controllers 1000. Contents of instructions for storage
control are specified as the instruction contents (8B). The
contents of instructions include gaining of the copy status
of a group container, group container operations (regis-
tration of a group container, deletion of a group container,
addition of a group to a group container, and release of
a group from a group container), group container copy
operations (start of copy, halt of copy, resumption of copy,
and release of copy), and group representative process-
ing portion operations (registration of a representative,
movement, cancellation, and report of status). IDs for
identifying group containers are contained in the group
container ID (8C). Optional information for assisting in-
structions for storage control is specified as the options
(8D).
[0098] Where the instruction contents (8B) are gaining
of the status of group container copy, the storage array
controller receiving the instruction reports the group con-
tainer copy status information 8100.
[0099] One example of format of report of the group
container copy status information 8100 in the instruction
7300 for storage control is illustrated in Fig. 17. With re-
spect to the report format of the group container copy
status information 8100, a combination of any one of ad-
dress (10A), storage array controller ID (10B), group ID
(10C), copy status information (10D), typical error infor-
mation (10E), subsequent storage array controller ID
(10F) and error information (10I) is taken as a set of items
for one group. The above-described successive units of
information correspond to the number of groups which
can belong to the group container. The address (10A)
contains a responder host ID. The storage array control-
ler ID (10B) contains an ID for identifying a storage array
controller. The group ID (10C) contains an ID for identi-
fying a group existing within the storage array controller
indicated by the storage array controller ID (10B). The
copy status information (10D) contains a number of copy
pairs recorded to indicate what copy status does the copy
pair in the group assume. Error information regarding
copy produced within the group is recorded in the typical
error information (10E). A typical error is error information
produced within the group at the latest time. In this em-
bodiment, the pieces of information from the storage ar-
ray controller ID (10B) to the typical error information (10I)
have the same contents as the group information (1D)
of the primary group container management information
1250a stored in the shared memory 1200a inside the
primary storage array controller 1000a. Also, the status
information of the group information (1D) has the same
contents as the group copy status information 1260a.
The group representative processing portion 1140a
records group copy status information 1260a collected
regularly in the primary group container management in-
formation 1250a and refers to the primary group contain-
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er management information 1250a according to the in-
struction for storage control (report of status information),
whereby it can create and offer copy status information.
[0100] In order for the MF host 100a and OPEN host
200a to gain the copy status collected in the primary stor-
age array controller 1000a, either the MF host 100a or
OPEN host 200a that can gain access to the primary
storage array controller 1000a on which the primary
group representative processing portion 1140a operates
issues instruction 7300 for storage control to gain copy
status. The host that issues the instruction 7300 for stor-
age control is hereinafter referred to as a representative
host.
[0101] When the primary storage array controller
1000a receives the instruction 7300 for storage control
from a host, the primary write data receiver portion 1110a
receives the instruction and transfers it to the primary
group representative processing portion 1140a except
for the processing for gaining copy status. Processing
corresponding to the instruction for control received by
the primary group representative processing portion
1140a is carried out.
[0102] After end of the processing corresponding to
the instruction, the primary group representative
processing portion 1140a responds to the host issuing
the instruction for storage control that the processing is
complete via the primary write data receiver portion
1110a. In the case of the processing for gaining copy
status, the primary write data receiver portion 1110a re-
sponds to the host issuing the instruction for storage con-
trol that the processing is complete.
[0103] After gaining the group container copy status
information 8100, the representative host gaining the in-
formation judges the copy status. To judge the copy sta-
tus, a decision table 8200 for judging the copy status of
the group is used. One example of the decision table
8200 for judging the copy status of group is shown in Fig.
18. In the vertical direction of the decision table 8200 for
judging the copy status of group, the copy status of group
is shown. In the horizontal direction, combinations of
group container copy status information gained from the
storage array controllers are shown.
[0104] Processing for judging the copy status is next
described using the flowchart of Fig. 14. A representative
host extracts status information (10H) about each stor-
age array controller and typical error information (10E)
from the gained group container copy status information
8100 (step 5400). Then, the representative host classi-
fies the extracted status information about the storage
array controllers in terms of copy pair status and adds
up the number of pairs in the same copy pair status (step
5410). After the calculation, the result of the calculation
made in step 5410 and the numbers put in the copy status
decision table 8200 are compared (step 5420).
[0105] Where the result of the comparison indicates
that the copy pair status is not error (sum of error/no error
is 0) (NO in step 5430), the status put in the column of
the copy status decision table 8200 showing a coinci-

dence becomes the copy status of the group container.
Processing of the decision is ended.
[0106] Where the copy pair status is error (sum of er-
ror/no error is 1 or more) (YES in step 5430), the group
container copy status information 8100 is again refer-
enced. A storage array controller 1000a having the typ-
ical error information (10I) whose error/no error is "error"
is identified. Furthermore, the typical error code of the
typical error information (10I) of the storage array con-
troller 1000a whose error/no error is "error" is gained
(step 5440). The representative host notifies the error
information (storage array controller and its typical error
code) to the operator (user) of the representative host
(step 5450).
[0107] By analyzing the notified error information, the
user can identify which of the copy pairs in the group of
a certain storage array controller 1000a registered in the
group container is at fault. Furthermore, it is possible to
identify that the fault is a fault kind indicated by an error
code. The user who has received a notice of error infor-
mation identifies the details of the fault using other
means. For this purpose, the user does work consisting
of checking the status of a certain pair or consisting of
checking the status of the storage array controller 1000a.
Since the work makes it possible to limit storage array
controllers or fault kinds to be checked, the user’s amount
of work can be made much smaller than the prior art work
for checking faults.
[0108] Remote copy operations use group container
copy operations and group container operations. First, a
group container is created by a group container operation
(registration). Then, a copy group is added to the group
container by a group container operation. After register-
ing the copy group in the group container, a remote copy
operation is performed by a group container copy oper-
ation.
[0109] With respect to the remote copy operations, re-
mote copy operations over the whole group container
across plural storage array controllers can be performed
by causing one storage array controller 1000 to receive
the instruction 7300 for storage control including remote
copy operations issued by the representative host and
causing the group representative processing portion op-
erating on the primary storage array controller 1000a to
transfer the operations to other storage array controller
1000 using communication path 530, in the same way
as in the processing for collecting copy status illustrated
in Fig. 13.
[0110] Each storage array controller 1000 performs
copy processing according to the contents of instruction
(8B) of the instruction 7300 for storage control. Where
the instruction contents are start of copy, the primary write
data receiver portion 1110a registers all of copy pair man-
agement information 1230 according to the contents of
description in the storage control instruction 7300. Note
that, however, copy status (5B) of the copy pair manage-
ment information 1230 is registered as "during copy". Fur-
thermore, the primary write data receiver portion 1110a
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registers copy information in pair number (6D), group ID
(6F), and group container ID (6G) of the volume man-
agement information 1240 according to the contents of
description in the above-described I/O request. Then,
processing for copying the data is started. After bringing
the contents of the volume of the corresponding copy
source into agreement with the contents of the volume
of the copy destination, the primary write data receiver
portion 1110a duplexes the copy status (5B) of the copy
pair management information 1230.
[0111] Where the contents of the instruction indicate
suspension, the primary write data receiver portion
1110a suspends the copy status (5B) of the copy pair
management information 1230 and performs procedures
for suspending the processing for copy pair. After the end
of procedures for suspending the copy pair, the copy sta-
tus (5B) is suspended.
[0112] In some cases, storage array controllers that
can be controlled from the MF host 100a and OPEN host
200a are restricted. In such cases, it is necessary that
the group representative processing portion 1140a can
be processed by any arbitrary storage array controller.
In these cases, the group representative processing por-
tion operations of the instruction 7300 for storage control
are used.
[0113] For example, if it is desired that the group rep-
resentative processing portion 1140a be executed for
one primary storage array controller 1000a, the repre-
sentative host issues an I/O request including an instruc-
tion 7300 for storage control to the primary storage array
controller 1000a, the contents of the instruction 7300 be-
ing group representative processing portion operations
(registration). The storage array controller receiving the
instruction initiates the group representative processing.
[0114] As described so far, in the present embodiment,
in a remote copy process across plural storage array con-
trollers, to assure consistency, the group representative
processing portion in one primary storage array controller
performs processing for inserting time intervals into data
to be transferred by remote copy for plural primary stor-
age array controllers registered as subjects of remote
copy. After the processing for inserting the time intervals
for the plural primary storage array controllers, the in-
struction 7300 for storage control is also distributed. Con-
sequently, the status of remote copy across the plural
storage array controllers can be gained from one storage
array controller. In addition, remote copy operations
across the plural storage array controllers can be per-
formed.

Claims

1. A method of managing status by a computer system
having a first host computer(100a), a first storage
system (1000a) connected with said first host com-
puter via a first communication line (500) and having
a first storage area for storing data from said first

host computer, a second host computer (200a), a
second storage system (1000a) connected with said
second host computer via a second communication
line (500) and connected with said first storage sys-
tem via a third communication line (530) and having
a second storage area for storing data from said sec-
ond host computer (200a), a third storage system
(1000b) connected with said first storage system via
one or more fourth communication lines (510) and
having a third storage area for storing copy of data
stored in said first storage area, and a fourth storage
system (1000b) connected with said second storage
system via one or more fourth communication lines
(510) and with said third storage system via a fifth
communication line (530) and having a fourth stor-
age area for storing copy of data stored in said sec-
ond storage area,
said first and third storage areas forming a first copy
pair, said second and fourth storage areas forming
a second copy pair, said first and second copy pairs
forming a first group, said method being a method
of managing a status relating to said first group,
wherein said first storage system gains first informa-
tion about a status of said first copy pair, makes a
first request of second information about status re-
garding said second copy pair contained in said first
group formed by said first and second copy pairs to
said second storage system, gains said second in-
formation about a status regarding said second copy
pair as a result of said first request, and holds said
first information and said second information as first
group information about said status of said first
group,
wherein said first host computer sends a second re-
quest for gaining said first group information to said
first storage system, and
wherein said first storage system receives the sec-
ond request for gaining said first group information
and sends said first group information to said first
host computer according to said second request.

2. A method of managing status according to claim 1,
wherein a third copy pair is formed by said second
storage area and said third storage area, and where-
in a second group is formed by said first copy pair
and said third copy pair.

3. A method of managing status according to claim 2,
wherein a third group is formed by said first copy
pair, said second copy pair, and third copy pair.

4. A method of managing status according to according
to any one of the preceding claims,
wherein said first storage system receives an instruc-
tion indicating a suspension issued from said first
host computer, and transfers the instruction to said
second storage system,
wherein said first storage system and said second
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storage system perform suspending said first copy
pair and said second copy pair.

5. A method of managing status according to claim 4,
wherein said status of said first copy pair includes a
status of sending first copy storing information and
first storing status, and said status of said second
copy pair includes a status of sending second copy
storing information and second storing status.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Statusverwaltung für ein Computer-
system, umfassend einen ersten Host-Computer
(100a), ein erstes Speichersystem (1000a), das über
eine erste Kommunikationsleitung (500) mit dem
ersten Host-Computer verbunden ist und einen ers-
ten Speicherbereich zum Speichern von Daten von
dem ersten Host-Computer aufweist, einen zweiten
Host-Computer (200a), ein zweites Speichersystem
(1000a), das über eine zweite Kommunikationslei-
tung (500) mit dem zweiten Host-Computer verbun-
den ist und über eine dritte Kommunikationsleitung
(530) mit dem ersten Speichersystem verbunden ist
und einen zweiten Speicherbereich zum Speichern
von Daten von dem zweiten Host-Computer (200a)
aufweist, ein drittes Speichersystem (1000b), das
über eine oder mehrere vierte Kommunikationslei-
tungen (510) mit dem ersten Speichersystem ver-
bunden ist und einen dritten Speicherbereich zum
Speichern von Kopien von in dem ersten Speicher-
bereich gespeicherten Daten umfasst, und ein vier-
tes Speichersystem (1000b), das über eine oder
mehrere vierte Kommunikationsleitungen (510) mit
dem zweiten Speichersystem und über eine fünfte
Kommunikationsleitung (530) mit dem dritten Spei-
chersystem verbunden ist und einen vierten
Speicherbereich zum Speichern von in dem zweiten
Speicherbereich gespeicherten Daten aufweist,
wobei der erste und der dritte Speicherbereich ein
erstes Kopierpaar bilden, wobei der zweite und der
vierte Speicherbereich ein zweites Kopierpaar bil-
den, wobei das erste und das zweite Kopierpaar eine
erste Gruppe bilden, wobei das Verfahren ein Ver-
fahren zum Verwalten eines die erste Gruppe be-
treffenden Status ist,
wobei das erste Speichersystem erste Informatio-
nen über einen Status des ersten Kopierpaars erhält,
eine erste Anfrage nach zweiten Informationen über
einen Status betreffend das zweite Kopierpaar, das
in der durch das erste und das zweite Kopierpaar
gebildeten ersten Gruppe enthalten ist, an das zwei-
te Speichersystem stellt, die zweiten Informationen
über einen Status betreffend das zweite Kopierpaar
als ein Ergebnis der ersten Anfrage erhält, und die
ersten Informationen und die zweiten Informationen
als erste Gruppeninformationen über den Status der

ersten Gruppe enthält,
wobei der erste Host-Computer eine zweite Anfrage
zum Erhalten der ersten Gruppeninformationen an
das erste Speichersystem sendet, und
wobei das erste Speichersystem die zweite Anfrage
zum Erhalten der ersten Gruppeninformationen
empfängt und die ersten Gruppeninformationen ge-
mäß der zweiten Anfrage an den ersten Host-Com-
puter sendet.

2. Verfahren zur Statusverwaltung nach Anspruch 1,
wobei ein drittes Kopierpaar durch den zweiten
Speicherbereich und den dritten Speicherbereich
gebildet ist, und wobei eine zweite Gruppe durch das
erste Kopierpaar und das dritte Kopierpaar gebildet
ist.

3. Verfahren zur Statusverwaltung nach Anspruch 2,
wobei eine dritte Gruppe durch das erste Kopierpaar,
das zweite Kopierpaar und das dritte Kopierpaar ge-
bildet ist.

4. Verfahren zur Statusverwaltung nach einem der vor-
hergehenden Ansprüche,
wobei das erste Speichersystem eine Anweisung
empfängt, die eine von dem ersten Host-Computer
ausgegebene Aussetzung anzeigt, und die Anwei-
sung an das zweite Speichersystem überträgt,
wobei das erste Speichersystem und das zweite
Speichersystem ein Aussetzen des ersten Kopier-
paars und des zweiten Kopierpaars durchführen.

5. Verfahren zur Statusverwaltung nach Anspruch 4,
wobei der Status des ersten Kopierpaars einen Sta-
tus eines Sendens von ersten Kopierspeicherinfor-
mationen und einen ersten Speicherstatus enthält,
und der Status des zweiten Kopierpaars einen Sta-
tus eines Sendens von zweiten Kopierspeicherinfor-
mationen und einen zweiten Speicherstatus enthält.

Revendications

1. Procédé d’administration de statut d’un système
d’ordinateur comportant un premier ordinateur hôte
(100a), un premier système de stockage (1000a)
connecté audit premier ordinateur hôte via une pre-
mière ligne de communication (500) et ayant une
première zone de stockage pour stocker des don-
nées dudit premier ordinateur hôte, un deuxième or-
dinateur hôte (200a), un deuxième système de stoc-
kage (1000a) connecté audit deuxième ordinateur
hôte via une deuxième ligne de communication (500)
et connecté audit premier système de stockage via
une troisième ligne de communication (530) et ayant
une deuxième zone de stockage pour stocker des
données dudit deuxième ordinateur hôte (200a), un
troisième système de stockage (1000b) connecté
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audit premier système de stockage via une ou plu-
sieurs quatrièmes lignes de communication (510) et
ayant une troisième zone de stockage pour stocker
une copie des données stockées dans ladite premiè-
re zone de stockage, et un quatrième système de
stockage (1000b) connecté audit deuxième système
de stockage via une ou plusieurs quatrièmes lignes
de communication (510) et avec ledit troisième sys-
tème de stockage via une cinquième ligne de com-
munication (530) et ayant une quatrième zone de
stockage pour stocker une copie des données stoc-
kées dans ladite deuxième zone de stockage,
lesdites première et troisième zones de stockage for-
mant une première paire de copies, lesdites deuxiè-
me et quatrième zones de stockage formant une
deuxième paire de copies, lesdits première et
deuxième paires de copies formant un premier grou-
pe, ledit procédé étant un procédé d’administration
d’un statut se rapportant audit premier groupe,
où ledit premier système de stockage obtient des
premières informations se rapportant à un statut de
ladite première paire de copies, formule une premiè-
re requête de deuxièmes informations se rapportant
au statut de ladite deuxième paire de copies se trou-
vant dans ledit premier groupe formé par lesdites
première et deuxième paires de copies audit deuxiè-
me système de stockage, obtient lesdites deuxiè-
mes informations se rapportant au statut concernant
ladite deuxième paire de copies par suite de ladite
première requête, et retient ladite première informa-
tion et ladite deuxième information comme première
information de groupe se rapportant au statut dudit
premier groupe,
où ledit premier ordinateur hôte émet une deuxième
requête pour obtenir ladite information du premier
groupe audit premier système de stockage, et
où ledit premier système de stockage reçoit la
deuxième requête pour obtenir ladite information du
premier groupe et envoie ladite information du pre-
mier groupe audit premier ordinateur hôte en accord
avec ladite deuxième requête.

2. Procédé d’administration de statut selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans lequel une troisième paire de copies
est formée par ladite deuxième zone de stockage et
ladite troisième zone de stockage, et où un deuxième
groupe est formé par ladite première paire de copies
et ladite troisième paire de copies.

3. Procédé d’administration de statut selon la revendi-
cation 2, dans lequel un troisième groupe est formé
par ladite première paire de copies, ladite deuxième
paire de copies et ladite troisième paire de copies.

4. Procédé d’administration de statut selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, dans le-
quel ledit premier système de stockage reçoit une
instruction indiquant une suspension émise par ledit

premier ordinateur hôte, et transfère l’instruction
audit deuxième système de stockage,
où ledit premier système de stockage et ledit deuxiè-
me système de stockage exécutent la suspension
de ladite première paire de copies et de ladite deuxiè-
me paire de copies.

5. Procédé d’administration de statut selon la revendi-
cation 4, dans lequel ledit statut de ladite première
paire de copies comprend un statut consistant à en-
voyer l’information de stockage de la première copie
et le premier statut de stockage, et ledit statut de
ladite deuxième paire de copies comprend un statut
consistant à envoyer l’information de stockage de la
deuxième copie et le deuxième état de stockage.
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